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ACTIVATE AND RECHARGE THE SIM
Follow the instructions provided
with your SIM card to activate. 
If you have a pre-paid SIM, it is
important to load credit onto your
SIM card after activation. Look for
‘recharge’ on your provider’s online
web portal.

DOWNLOAD THE APP
Go to the Apple App or Google Play
store and search for and download
the Angel Watch app.  Take care to
ensure you select your correct
region and allow all permissions.

QUICK START GUIDE

INSTALL THE SIM CARD
Turn off your Angel Watch™ from
the watch's Settings menu.
Carefully remove the screws on the
SIM cover using the screwdriver
provided.  Insert the SIM with the
chip facing up (with the watch is
face-up) with the cut corner side
edge in first. Push the SIM in all the
way.  It will bounce back to auto-
align itself.  Place the SIM cover
back on, press tight to keep closed
while screwing the it back down.

Congratulations, you're done! 
Now configure your Angel Watch™ by using the Angel Watch™ app
If you need more help, you can find it on our site's Support page

SELECT A SIM CARD PROVIDER
We've partnered with Red Pocket
Mobile's GSMA option for $15/month
to provide you the most affordable,
seamless option with the best
coverage over AT&T's network.  
Worldwide, you may choose any
other GSM network.  In the US doing
so may take a bit of configuring. We
can help.  You would require a GSM
4G LTE network using a Nano-SIM
with a plan of at least 1GB data per
month with talk and text.. 

PAIR YOUR ANGEL WATCH
Go to the Apple App or Google Play
store and search for and download
the SeTracker2 app.  Ensure you
allow all permissions when installing.
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VERIFY YOU'RE UP AND RUNNING
Swipe down on the screen of the
watch from the top down to reveal
the status indicator bar.  If you see
4G with bars of service you're good
to go.  If there's a sideways triangle,
you have either not activated the
SIM card or you are in an area of no
service. If you see an ! mark, the SIM
is either not installed properly or it
is damaged.  Put the SIM of another
phone into the watch, rebooting,
and seeing if the ! mark goes away
and is replaced with anything else. 
 If it goes away the SIM is damaged
and you'll need to contact your
provider for a replacement.
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